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Companies that can do more, should

At a time when many are calling attention to 

the role technology plays in society, our 

mission remains constant.

It grounds us in the enormous opportunity 

and responsibility we have to ensure that the 

technology we create benefits everyone on 

the planet, including the planet itself.

– Satya Nadella, CEO, Microsoft



TECH FOR SOCIAL IMPACT 

Empower every nonprofit and international 
development organization with Microsoft 

technology to accelerate social impact



A NEW BUSINESS MODEL

Tech for 

Social Impact 

A NEW BUSINESS MODEL

Investing in:
Humanitarian action 

AI for Good

Skills & employability

Affordable housing

Capacity

Building

Partner

Ecosystem

Social
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Technology

& Solutions

Integrating philanthropy and affordable commercial sales



Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit vision 

Secure donor 

& program 

participant data

Constituent Management 

Donation Management

Volunteer Management

Program Management and Operations
Automated, Real-Time Campaigns

Personalized Experiences At Scale

AI for Fundraisers

Secure donor & beneficiary data

Secure the hybrid environment Integrate security tools Deliver rapid, intelligent results

Skilling on the GoMarketing Insights



The evolution of AI 
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AI better than humans



The evolution of AI 
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AI better than humans AI helps humans be better

Feb 2011 Nov 2022



AI democratizes technology to



Ensure that artificial 

general intelligence (AGI) 

benefits humanity.

Empower every person and 

organization on the planet 

to achieve more

GPT-4

Generate and Understand Text

Codex

Generate and Understand Code

DALL·E

Generate images from text prompts



Generative AI

Prompt: 

Create a description for a tree 
planting volunteering 
opportunity 
Response: 

Do you want to make a positive 
difference in your local community? 
Join us for our tree planting 
volunteering opportunity! We are 
looking for volunteers to help us 
plant trees in key areas around the 
city. You will be … 

Prompt: 

Top 10 Donors  

Response: 

FirstN(Donors, 10)

Prompt: tree planting 
volunteering, high quality, 
cinematic

Response:

GPT-4 CODEX in Power Platform DALL·E



© Copyright Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

8 demos in 30 Minutes 



The Big Idea 

• This is NOT a linear, incremental advance.

• It is a fundamental shift in the way we 
interact with a computer.

• It brings the ability to deliver artificial 
intelligence to a much wider audience.

• It is still, slow, sometimes in accurate and 
needs humans in the loop. 

• Be CURIOUS

• Unleash Your Superstars 



Building apps through conversation



What is the Copilot feature in Power Apps?

 A new way to create apps with the 

help of AI

 An in-app guidance using natural 

language processing

 An AI assistant that can design and 

improve your app



Capture feedback for variety of scenarios  
Build a secure App rapidly 





Ask Questions of your 

Nonprofit CDM Data 





3.6.23 3.16.2320222019

Power Automate
Natural language 

to flow, format 

data by examples

Power Apps

Image & Figma to 

app

AI Builder

Azure OpenAI 

model with 

templates

Power Virtual 

Agents

Conversation 

boosters

Power Apps
- NL to app (Copilot)

- PVA in Power Apps

- AI analytics

Power Virtual 

Agents

Natural language 

to bot (Copilot)

Infusing AI in low code since 2019

Power Apps

Natural language 

to Power Fx 

formulas

Power BI

Natural language 

to DAX Quick 

Create

2021

AI Builder

Bring AI to Power 

Platform

Power Automate
Enhances natural 

language to flow 

(Copilot)



Power Apps

Makers only need to describe their 

goal using natural language and 

Power Apps will generate code.

Save time and build more complex 

solutions by using natural language 

to give commands.

Auto-generate working apps and 

data within seconds from images 

and design files.

Makers can build a complete app 

just by describing what they need in 

natural language.

Build, reimagine, and deploy 

business applications all through 

intuitive natural language.



Power Automate

Describe what you want to 

automate, and an AI copilot will 

build your flow in seconds.

Speed up development by quickly 

creating flows from natural 

language descriptions.

Provide examples of the desired 

output format and the copilot will 

automatically generate the formula.

Reduce time spent formatting your 

data by having the AI-based copilot 

clean up your data for you.

Use natural language to edit and 

extend flows with an AI-based 

copilot.

Easily build and iterate on flows as 

the copilot helps remove blockers or 

extend your flow.



Describe to Design Demo 



Power Virtual Agents

Makers can quickly create and refine topics 

using natural language by "describing it to 

build it.“

Reduce bot-generation time down to hours or 

even minutes by leveraging Power Virtual 

Agents copilot.

Connect bots to the most current and useful 

data sources, like company websites, to answer 

questions in minutes, right out of the box.

Quickly create and deploy a functional bot, 

without having to manually author multiple 

topics.



Conversations boosters – 5 steps

Receive user prompt 

and pre-filter

Online search and relevance 

check with Bing

Call GPT grounded with 

Bing’s search results
Filter/moderate response Send Reply

Filter offensive, adult, 

harmful, malicious queries

Detect 

personal/location/time 

related queries for special 

handling

1 2 3 4 5

Send query to Bing API 

restricted to customer-

configured domain

Top 3 search results above 

a set relevance threshold

Provenance checks for 

dates/amounts/URLs 

coming from search results

Check semantic similarity 

from response and search 

results



QnA with Natural Language 
Power Virtual Agent





AI Builder

Democratized access to complex AI 

models including object detection, 

sentiment analysis, and many more.

Simplify tasks, increase productivity 

and reduce time spent developing by 

easily applying AI models.

The Azure OpenAI Service model 

enables users to embed intelligent text 

generation features with a few clicks.

Makers can interact with the model 

and build prompts for their workflow, 

reducing development time.

Easily embed generative AI into your 

low code solutions across Power Apps 

and Power Automate.

Reduce time to market by quickly and 

easily adding AI models to your 

applications and workflows.



Create text with AI Builder

Preview March 2023

Easily into Power Apps 

and Power Automate

Break barrier of entry to 

by adding AI models 

to your workflow with just a few clicks



Easily instruct your model

Preview March 2023

to help guide 

instructions for the model to perform

for more 

specific actions like classifying or extracting 

keywords & information from text



Clickthrough demo



OCR and Translation of Documents 





Demo
Building PowerApps and PowerBI

Visuals with natural language 



Power BI
Generating DAX 

expressions with 

natural language



Microsoft OpenAI | Benefits

Enhanced customer experience with a 
greater focus on customer-centric services 
and products, whilst utilizing feedback and 

trends better

Increased efficiency and productivity by 
getting more done in lesser time through 

rapid prototyping and quicker time to 
market*

Faster time to realize value

Easy to use:
Even junior data scientists or business users 

can use Azure OpenAI Service Playground 

Ensure data privacy & security, and 
implement it in a responsible manner using 

a Trusted Cloud Provider

Does not require a long tedious annotation 
process*

Less training data is required for many 
relevant use cases*

* in most relevant use cases observed

Ability to perform text analytics and 
generation tasks that up until now were 

reserved only to humans



Can we Listen and Respond faster to Beneficiaries 

Feedback ? 

Imagine …  a displaced person in Africa 

• Difficulty obtaining legal status

• Language barriers

• Social isolation

• Discrimination

• Psychological trauma

•  Physical trauma

• AND … long wait times  

*Generated Image



Meanwhile…Customer Service Agent

• Limited resources – too many requests 

• Language barriers – too many languages 

• Poor infrastructure 

• Limited internet access 



the process takes 
too long.

I felt like they didn't take my 
needs seriously and treated me 
as if I wasn't important. I had to 
wait a long time to get the help I 
needed and was never given 
clear information about what I 
was entitled to. 

Sentí que no me tomaron en serio mis necesidades y me 
trataron como si no fuera importante. Tuve que esperar mucho
tiempo para obtener la ayuda que necesitaba y nunca me 
dieron información clara sobre lo que me correspondía.

Anigu waa ku niyad jabsanayaa
adeegyada ay bixisay. Waxaan
dareemay inay igu qaadaneyso sidii
aan muhiim ahayn oo aan loo 
qaadin cabsida. Waxaan qaatay
waqti badan si aan u helo
caawimaadka aan u baahanahay, 
mana helin macluumaad cad oo ku
saabsan waxa aan xaq u leeyahay.



What would make them happy ? 

• Draft responses generated

• In different languages 

• Clear Action Items 

• High Quality Feedback 

• Respond to Beneficiaries faster!





Reliability & Safety Privacy & Security

Fairness
Our 

Principles
Inclusiveness

Transparency Accountability



Pioneering new engineering practices

Mature responsible AI tools

Try out a live interactive demo

of the Responsible AI dashboard!
Responsible AI dashboard | Microsoft AI Lab 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/ai-lab-responsible-ai-dashboard?ranMID=46107&ranEAID=je6NUbpObpQ&ranSiteID=je6NUbpObpQ-3M6gyAfGfMBle7I1gW5CqA&epi=je6NUbpObpQ-3M6gyAfGfMBle7I1gW5CqA&irgwc=1&clickid=_yyuibnmv9okfqyhqkk0sohziff2xv12qgexvqjod00&OCID=AID2200058_AFF_1243925_3327_je6NUbpObpQ-3M6gyAfGfMBle7I1gW5CqA_190407&WT.mc_id=AID2200058_AFF_1243925_3327_je6NUbpObpQ-3M6gyAfGfMBle7I1gW5CqA_190407&OWTGT=AFF_1243925


Azure OpenAI | Considerations

Vision Speech Language DecisionOpenAI Service

I need a general-purpose model that can handle multiple tasks. 

e.g. translation+entity recognition+sentiment analysis 

I need to generate human-like content, whilst preserving data privacy and security

e.g., abstractive summarization, content writing, paraphrasing, code

I could use a model with little or no training

I need rapid prototyping and quick time to market for many use cases

I want to explore solutions / use cases that have been described previously

Azure AI Cognitive Services



Open AI Models

Microsoft Portfolio for AI

Azure AI

Applications

Partner Solutions

Bot Service Cognitive Search Form Recognizer Video Analyzer Metrics Advisor Immersive Reader 

Azure Machine Learning

Vision Speech LanguageDecision OpenAI

Scenario-Based Services

Customizable AI Models

ML Platform

Cognitive Services

Applied AI Services

OpenAI is an AI research and deployment company.

Optimizing

language models 

for dialogue

GPT-3/Chat GPT
+ many 

more

In
fe

re
n

ci
n

g
 t

im
e

Capability

Ada
• Simple classification

• Parsing and formatting text

Curie
• Answering questions

• Complex, nuanced classification 

Davinci (GPT 3.5)
• Summarizing for

specific audience

• Generating creative content

Babbage
• Semantic search ranking 

• Moderately complex classification

Azure Open AI Service brings together OpenAI API and Azure 

enterprise-level security, compliance, and regional availability.

Business 
Users

Developers & 
Data Scientists 

Automatic 

speech 

recognition 

system

Whisper
AI system

that translates 

natural 

language 

into code

Codex

Images 

from text

DALL-E 2

Power Platform

Power BI Power Apps Power Automate Power Virtual Agents Power Pages





The Challenge of Crafting Effective Volunteer 

Opportunities

• Manually crafting volunteer 

opportunities 

• Researching and writing 

descriptions 

• Risk of a volunteering opportunity 

not being attractive

Can AI make the process of creating 

engagement opportunities easier ? 
*Generated Image





Thank you
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